PORTOMASO POKER
July 2020 PROMOTIONS

Terms and Conditions
There are 3 different Leaderboards at Portomaso Casino:


€ 1,000 PLO CG Leaderboard: for PLO and mixed games Cash Game players only:
o



€2,000 NLH CG Leaderboard: for NLH Cash Game players only:
o



PLO and MIXED GAMES cash game players collect points playing any Cash Game, depending on the blinds.
NLH cash game players collect points playing any Cash Game, depending on the blinds.

€1,500 MTT Leaderboard: for all daily and special multiday poker tournaments only:

“Leaderboards” promotion is valid from 01/07/2020 to 31/07/2020 or both Cash game and Mtt
Cash Game Leaderboard
Every player playing cash game at Portomaso Casino during this period is entitled to participate in
these promotions.
Players get 1 point every hour of game with double point on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Players are required to play a minimum of 30 hours in order to be qualified to participate in this
promotion.
July 2020 Leaderboard prizes are given on the 01st of August 2020 as followed:
1st €750
2nd €500
3rd €300
4th €250
5th €200

In case of 2 more players collect the same amount of points, the prizes will be split:
Example: top 2 players get 93 points: they are both 1st and they get €425 each ((500+350)/2)

Plo CASH GAME Leaderboard
Players are required to play a minimum of 30 hours in order to be qualified to participate in this
promotion.
Every player playing cash game at Portomaso Casino during this period is entitled to participate in
these promotions.
Players get 1 point every hour of game with double point on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

July 2020 Leaderboard prizes are given on the 01st of August 2020 as followed:

1st €500
2nd €300
3rd €200

MTT LEADERBOARD
Prices
July 2020 Leaderboard prizes are given on the 01st of August 2020 as followed:
1st - €550
2nd - €350
3rd - €250
4th - €200
5th - €150

Prices will be given in vouchers that can be used in our daily tournaments.

€100 RakeBack during Thursday,Friday.Saturday and Sunday.
“€100 rake back during weekends” is valid from 01/07/2020-31/07/2020
During every Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays of July 2020 there will be a bonus of €25
each for the first 4 players to sit down and start the cash game action of the first table of the day.
At the end of the first hour of game, the 4 players who started the game will receive their bonus if:



Table needs to actively playing for the whole 1 hr
Player can’t miss more than 3 hands during the first hour of game (folding preflop is not
considered “missing a hand”);

Casino reserves the right to cancel at any time these promo without notice

